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ENNE KOENS  

Hotel Bonbien 

 

Siri is ten and lives in France. Her parents run a hotel on the N19 for 

guests passing through on their way to the sunny south. Siri thinks 

it is the most beautiful place on earth and never wants to leave. But 

when her parents start to argue more and more often, she is afraid 

they will get divorced and have to sell the hotel. She thinks that only 

a miracle can save them. Everything turns out all right, but in a very 

different way than Siri thought! 

In Hotel Bonbien, Enne Koens brings to life ten-year-old Siri, who 

makes funny and sharp-witted comments on her eccentric family and 

their life in a roadside hotel. 
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Selected excerpts from 

 

Hotel Bonbien 

 

by  

 

Enne Koens 

 

 

{8} Prologue 

 

{1} This is the story about the year I turned ten. It was the strangest year I’ve 

ever experienced. Good things happened: the chickens had chicks, and I made 

friends with my brother Gilles. But less pleasant things happened too: my 

parents were fighting and things nearly went very wrong. 

 The day I fell out of the tree changed everything. I got another head - 

well, something like that. I'll explain later. The day the car crashed into a ditch 

was probably the worst day of all the 365 days of the year I turned ten. I had 

better start at the beginning. This story starts in Hotel Bonbien, when I'd 

already been ten for two weeks. 

 

Our hotel is in France, on the N19, and I think it is the most beautiful place on 

earth. It is right next to the road, so cars drive right past the terrace. Yet if you 

follow the path to the back of the hotel and beyond, you soon reach the hills. 

High grass, yellow flowers, birds, a path next to a barbed wire fence, with 

brown cows behind it. It is quiet there. 

 I know the hotel like the back of my hand. I know the wallpaper in 

each room, whether there are cracks in the tiles on the bathroom floor, and the 

view from the balcony. Hotel Bonbien is part of me, like my arms and legs 

are. If someone asked me what it smells like, I would answer that it smells 
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like small, slightly shrivelled apples, fresh croissants, and my mother's salty 

vegetable soup. Wherever I am, I can see everything when I close my eyes. 

From the mouse droppings in the breadbin, to the large illuminated letters on 

the front of the building. I can hear the washing machine whirring, the birds 

singing, and the hinged doors creaking. I can see the guests walking in and 

out of the revolving door. I can see Gilles leaning against the counter in his 

black clothes, with thick black eye liner around his eyes. I can see my mother 

kneading dough with her large hands, as she presses and folds, and presses 

and folds on the shiny kitchen counter top. I can see my father behind the 

counter, chewing the stub of his pencil and writing a bill. 

 I was born here and never want to leave. 
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{8}1 

The summer holidays are about to start and the hotel is getting busy 

 

{1} Breakfast is served every day in a hotel, and dishes are washed every day. 

The beds are made every day, and they are slept in every night. Yet no two 

days are the same, as there are different people every day. Besides, every day 

is definitely not the same if you have parents like mine. 

 My mother yelled from the kitchen: 'Octave, the salt!' 

 My father yelled from the counter, without taking a step towards her: 

'The salt, what about the salt?' 

 'There’s none left, Octave, and I forgot to order more. I can't work 

without salt.' 

 My mother is in the kitchen and my father is behind the counter. My 

mother cooks and my father settles the bills. It has occasionally been the other 

way around too, but that didn't go well. My mother is just really good at 

cooking, especially raspberry tart and chocolate croissants. Whilst my father 

is patient with the guests. 

 'What can I do about it, Hilare?' my father roared over the guests' 

heads. 

 'Go and get it!' my mother yelled back. 

 Disturbed, the guests were looking from the kitchen to the counter and 

back. They were frowning, making my father nervous. He was able to see this 

from behind the counter. My mother couldn’t see anything from the kitchen, 

and it wouldn't have bothered her even if she had. 

 My father shuffled through the dining room, and whispered around 

the corner from the kitchen: 'I can't get any salt right now, Hilare.' 

 'Arrange something, Octave!' she yelled over her shoulder. 'I don't care 

what.' 
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 ‘Gilles,’ my father said. 

 'No way,' Gilles replied. He was a teenager. 

 'Yes, Gilles - no ‘no way’ right now. On your bike,' my father said, and 

he gave Gilles a few euros. 

 Gilles sighed. 'Why don't I have a moped?' It's bad enough that we live 

in the middle of (beep) nowhere, but why don't you give me a moped?' 

 'No money,' my father replied. He always said that. 

 Gilles growled: 'Losers', and went off. Through the dining room 

windows, I saw him cycling towards the village. 

 

Hotel Bonbien is in eastern France, some distance above Langres. It is six 

kilometres cycling to the nearest shop, so Gilles wouldn't be back for an hour. 

 The guests were getting up to settle their bills with my father. They got 

into their cars and carried on their way to... I don't know where. Further south 

or north. 

 'Is Gilles back yet?' my mother yelled. She was impatiently stirring the 

soup, but he had just left. 

 'No, not yet!' my father yelled back. 

 'Merde,' she mumbled. 

 Bonbien is a hotel for people passing through. My father always says 

they don't really want to be with us, they want to carry on. It's true: most of 

them just drink a cup of coffee or go to the loo. Sometimes they spend a night 

here. They only stay longer than one night if there's a real emergency. 

 Once there was a lorry driver with diarrhoea who couldn't go more 

than two metres from a loo. He stayed for three nights, and my mother 

brought soup for him to his room. Once there was a Moroccan family on their 

way to Tangier. They had briefly stopped for lunch in the parking lot in front 

of the hotel. They brought bags bulging with food out of their van; a bowl of 
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couscous, a large bottle of red sauce, and plastic containers with olives and 

lemons. Their van wouldn't start when they wanted to leave. The father spent 

two days under the bus on his back. He borrowed tools from us, and did 

nothing but swear. I showed his children the area. The fish pond, the shore 

where you can paddle, the hills, and the fields beyond. We went on the 

swings, built huts, and pinched ice creams from the freezer in the shed. I cried 

when they left two days later. My mother was with me at the revolving door 

waving them goodbye, when tears suddenly started rolling down my cheeks. 

 'Are you crying?' my mother asked with surprise, looking for a 

handkerchief in her apron to wipe my tears with. 'Oh, my girl.' She hugged 

me tightly to comfort me. 

 This happened quite a lot to me when I was little. I always cried when 

nice guests left. But now that I'm ten, I no longer cry about it. I'm used to it. 

People come, and people go. I get to know some of them, not others. 

Sometimes I make friends. I'm very good at making friends, and at saying 

goodbye, too. 

 

The breakfast room and the rooms were empty by then. My father was 

coming down the stairs. He had changed the beds, swept the floors, and 

emptied the dustbins. 

 'Go and look from the road!' my mother yelled from the kitchen. 

 'For what?' my father asked. 

 'To see if you can see Gilles. I can't carry on cooking without salt.' 

 My father walked to the road, and stared into the distance with his 

hands over his eyes. It was June, and the sun was shining fiercely on the 

tarmac. The N19 is long and straight. 

 'Yes!' my father yelled, pointing. Then he ran back in. 'I saw him in the 

distance. He'll be here in twenty minutes.' 
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 'Good,’ my mother said, satisfied. 

 The summer holidays were starting in a week. It was getting busier in 

the hotel, but it wasn't yet as busy as July or August. I was looking forward to 

the holiday, because it was when I was happiest. I collected eggs, helped with 

breakfast, and wiped the tables. There was absolutely nothing else I had to do. 
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{8}2 

Introducing my chickens, and Gilles and I started squabbling again 

 

{1} Hotel Bonbien is a family hotel. Which means we all have to do our bit, my 

father says. Gilles and I lend a hand when we don't have school. My father 

collects the bread from the baker, and makes tea. My mother puts the bread in 

baskets, and places it on the table with jam and fresh orange juice. Gilles 

makes the coffee. I collect the eggs. Except, I don't like getting up early. 

When I woke up, I pulled the blankets around me and purred like a kitten 

sleeping in front of the stove. Nice and lazy. Only when Gilles had finished 

brewing the coffee, and the smell of coffee came through my open window, 

did I jump out of bed. Then I really had to hurry, running down all of the 

stairs in my pyjamas, and dashing across the lobby, where my father was 

already behind the counter. At the revolving door, slipping on my flip-flops, I 

grabbed the woven basket off the hook, and trotted around the side of the 

house to the chickens. They had already been up for ages, and started 

clucking angrily when they saw me. It sounded as though they were saying: 

'Couldn't you come a bit earlier? We're hungry.  Hungry!' 

 'Yes, yes, calm down,' I said. 

 'And just look at her: still in her pyjamas. Hasn't this child been 

brought up properly?' the cock clucked. 

 'No no.' The hens shook their heads. 'She hasn't.' 

 'Not brought up properly,' the rooster repeated. 

 I stuck out my tongue at them and said: 'Now you'll have to wait until 

I've finished collecting the eggs before you get fed.' 

 First I opened the henhouse shutter, and took the eggs out of the nests. 

One of the hens, Babette, was still on her nest. I shoved her, but she stayed 

put. She pecked my hand. Ouch. Twenty eggs today. I put all of them in the 
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basket and filled a bucket with grain. Opening the door of the coop, I 

scattered the feed around the run. Then all I had to do was refill the water 

bowl and I would be finished. 

 'It's going to be hot today, Antoinette.' She is the oldest chicken in the 

coop. 

 I squatted to stroke my favourite chicken Suzette behind her ears. I 

don't know whether chickens really have ears, but that’s where they like 

being stroked. Suzette does, anyway. The rooster was marching excitedly 

around his coop. He’s not happy when I'm inside it. He’d had enough food, 

and thought it was time for me to go. I left the door of their coop open, so 

they could wonder around the property. 

 Picking up the basket, I walked back to the terrace at the front of the 

hotel, where the plastic chairs were still propped against the tables. My father 

would put them upright in a while, and then put the sign 'Café et pâtisserie' 

on the roadside. 

 I ran into the kitchen with my flip-flops on and the basket in my hand. 

If Gilles was in a good mood, he would boil water in the big saucepan for me. 

He had to wait for the coffee to brew, and I wasn’t able to lift a huge pan of 

water like that anyhow. I’d just turned ten and he was fourteen. He was 

already at secondary school. 

 The water was boiling when I entered the kitchen. I could hear it 

bubbling in the pan. I grabbed a chair, climbed onto it with the basket in one 

hand and a ladle in the other, and dropped the eggs one by one into the hot 

water. Carefully, because if they hit the bottom too hard they would have 

burst and turned everything into sludge. Gilles was next to the coffee and 

burped. 

 'Yuck,' I said. 

 'You are what you say, dung-ball,' Gilles replied, grinning meanly. 
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 'I'm not a dung-ball!' 

 Gilles and I always squabble straight away. He only has to say a word 

and I'm cross, because he always knows exactly what to say to make me 

angry. 

 'I decide that, dung-ball.' 

 'Mum!' I cried, hoping he might get in trouble. 

 'Don't call mum!' 

 I could hear my mother behind the breakfast room door, busy with 

plates and cutlery. 

 'Mum!' I called again, louder now. 

 Gilles lunged towards me, and twisted my arm behind my back. 'Don't 

shout, dung-ball.' 

 'Ouch!' 

 'What's going on?' My mum came in, her eyes wide open. Gilles let go 

of me.  

 'He called me...' I started to say. 

 Gilles kicked my leg. 

 'Nothing,' I said. 

 We always stop when my mother is around. I don't know why, but it 

always goes like that. 

 'Mmm...' my mother muttered as she inspected our faces. I could see in 

her eyes that she didn't believe a word of it. 

 'Nothing at all,' Gilles said. We both shook our heads as hard as we 

could, and tried to look as innocent as possible. 
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{8}3 

Expensive bills, less expensive cakes, and Hotel Bonbien's new name 

 

{1}'One, one, nine, ten.' My father was standing behind the counter, nibbling 

his pencil. He used a pencil to write the guests' bills on paper. He said the 

numbers aloud to avoid making mistakes. I liked being behind the counter 

with him. 

 'Nine, seven, three, three,' he said. 

 When he had finished adding, he put the bills in a pile next to the cash 

register. He was ready; the guests could come and pay. They get a 

handwritten bill at our hotel and they have to pay with cash. My father 

looked around with satisfaction. 

 'We don't get ordinary guests, Siri,' he said. 

 'No?' I asked, even though he had told me so at least a hundred times. 

 'Our guests want attention, but they want things to be quick above all 

else, so they can leave. Look in their eyes.' 

 I looked in the eyes of the guests in the lobby, but saw nothing special. 

 'In their minds they're already on the autoroute,' my father said. 'They're 

here, stuffing pyjamas and toothbrushes back into their cases, but they are 

already far beyond Lyon in their minds, Siri.' 

 A man in a night gown wondered through the lobby. He was trying to 

get his family together, but none of them were ready: his wife was on the loo, 

his daughter was filling the pockets of her jeans with sugar cubes, and his 

sons were rolling across the floor brawling. 

 My father pointed towards the almost empty tables in the breakfast 

room: half-eaten slices of bread on plates and unopened mini jam pots on the 

floor beneath the tables. 
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 'They don't take the time to eat slowly. But children aren't like that, Siri. 

They don’t think about later or tomorrow. They're just here. Look.' He 

pointed at the girl whose trouser pockets were bulging with sugar cubes, and 

he smiled. 

 

My father had returned to the bills, when we heard an ear splitting crash 

outside. Something big sailed down past the windows, crashing with a huge 

bang on the ground. 

 Then it was dead silent. We didn't understand what had happened at 

first; then we all ran outside. Dad and I in front, followed by the guests. We 

turned towards the hotel, and stared at the entrance. 

 It was the ‘N’ from Bonbien. The last N in Bonbien had fallen down. It 

was lying on the terrace, completely buckled. The sign on the façade now said 

'HOTEL BONBIE'. My father held his head in his hands. 

 'Mon Dieu,' he groaned. 

 It was silent for a moment, but then we were startled by more creaking. 

My eyes went back to the sign. It couldn't be true! But sure enough, the E fell 

down with a huge racket. It fell sideways, bounced in the gutter above the 

breakfast room, and then smashed into smithereens on the terrace. It was 

silent again - except for my father, who was groaning like a dinosaur with a 

cold. 

 I looked up nervously at the letters BONBI, which were now standing 

on their own above the revolving door, but they didn’t move. They stayed 

where they were supposed to be. We breathed a sigh of relief. That was it. 

 Yet just as we were about to turn around and go inside, we were 

startled by yet more creaking.  Everyone took a step back. Very slowly, almost 

in slow motion, we watched the B and the I fall down. They clattered on the 
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ground, next to the E and the N. The guests who were still sitting in the 

breakfast room got up to look out the window. 

 'Merde de merde,' my father whispered, and he looked anxiously at the 

remaining letters, but they seemed to be staying put. 

 ‘Hotel Bon,’ I read aloud. 

 ‘C’est catastrophique,’ my father mumbled. That meant it was really bad. 

Yes, I hadn't often seen him look so unhappy. He walked up to the letters and 

hesitantly picked up the N. He lifted it above his head as if to put it back up. 

 'It had been up there for twelve years.' 

 He looked odd: a thin man with an N on top of his head. Putting it 

back down, he looked glumly at the letter. The N was really battered. Its legs 

were bent and one leg was half broken off. Then he shrugged and started 

clearing up. He carried the letters to the back of the hotel. I carried the I. The 

guests watched us. 

 'Papa, we have to see whether the letters will still turn on.' 

 He looked at me miserably. 

 'The letters still on the sign,' I explained. 

 There was a switch behind the counter for the letters. My father went 

in to flick the switch. We went back out together to see. Hotel Bon was 

flashing on the hotel’s façade in large pink letters. They were flickering on 

and off. The guests who had followed us out looked on in amazement, and it 

was not long before they decided to leave this place, which seemed like it was 

about to collapse. They got into their cars and drove onto the road. 

 'That's...' my father said hesitantly, 'different.' 

 ‘Hotel Bon,’ I said. 

 My father sighed anxiously. 'That's not what it says in the books.' 

 'Which books?' 
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 'The guides people take with them on holiday, which say where they 

can spend the night.' And it's also not what we're called on the internet.' My 

father shook his head with despair. The guests in the breakfast room were 

once again eating, talking and drinking coffee as though nothing had 

happened. I wandered into the kitchen, where I found Gilles and mother. My 

mother is always in the kitchen in the daytime. 

 'Spain?' my mother asked Gilles. 

 ‘Madrid,’ Gilles said. 

 'Italy?' she asked. 

 'Um...' Gilles said. 'Give me a minute, give me a minute.' He rolled his 

eyes. 

 My mother was making something on the kitchen counter. Probably 

something delicious. Gilles was sitting on a bar stool with a notebook on his 

lap. I watched what my mother was doing. She was plaiting rolls, filling them 

with chestnut purée, brushing them with egg yolk, and sprinkling almonds 

on them. At the same time, she was quizzing Gilles' geography. I put my 

fingers in the purée and licked them. 

 ‘Rome!’ Gilles shouted. 

 'Bien has fallen down.' 

 ‘Huh?’ Gilles said. 

 ‘The B, I, E and the N.’ 

 'Bien?' my mother asked. 

 'The letters on the front of the building,' I explained. 

 'Oh well,' my mother mumbled. 'Did they hit anybody?' 

 'No,' I replied. 'but the sign now says Hotel Bon.' 

 'Hotel Bon?' Gilles asked, and they both looked at me in amazement. 

 'Yes, because luckily the rest of the letters stayed up.' 
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 They were silent for a moment, and then both of them burst out 

laughing. 

 'Hotel Bon!' my mother gasped. 

 'Bon!' Gilles roared. 

 I also started laughing, even though I hadn't thought it at all funny a 

moment ago. My mother was leaning over the kitchen counter, and Gilles slid 

off the bar stool onto the ground, where he carried on laughing. I understood 

why they thought it was funny. Bon means 'good' in French, but it also means 

'slip of paper' or 'bill'. Which is exactly what my mother and father are always 

fighting about: the bills my father writes at the counter, and the totals he 

writes on them. My father loves his calculator and loves adding up. My 

mother thinks the totals on those slips of paper are too big. My father thinks 

the cakes my mother bakes are too expensive. He wants her to bake less 

expensive cakes. 

 'Less expensive cakes?' my mother asks, when he brings it up. 'Do you 

hear what you are saying? Less expensive cakes aren't cakes.' 

 My father doesn't understand this. 

 My mother explains: 'You have chocolate cakes, cherry cakes, lemon 

cakes, but you do not have less-expensive-cakes. I don't know bakers that...' 

 My father thinks this is a very bad joke. 'Ha-ha,' he says sourly. 

 Then he starts listing all the things that need to be replaced in the hotel. 

My mother thinks this is nonsense, and replies to everything: 'Oh, that’ll be 

fine for another year.' And so it goes on and on. 

 Mama and Gilles were still laughing. 

 'Hotel Bon,' Gilles gasped. 

 'And your father?' my mother asked, still sniggering. 

 'Papa cleared them up.' 
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 'He must be in a right state.' She pulled a face showing she thought this 

was completely over the top. 

 'Dad is very shaken,' I said, because I don't like it when she is mean 

about him. 

 'Yes,' my mother sighed. 'I'm sure he is.' Your father...' She didn't finish 

her sentence, but I knew very well what she wanted to say. Irritated, she 

shook her head, and put the rolls in the oven. My mother is the sweetest 

mother in the world, and my father is the sweetest father in the world. 

Together they are... 

 But that's a long story, which I will tell you later. 
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PRESS ON HOTEL BONBIEN: 

‘An accessible, passionate book [...] with humour, an original adventure, and 

depth.’ 

 – TROUW 

‘Hotel Bonbien is a characterful [...] story featuring a charming family about 

whom you would gladly read another five books.’ 

– ****1/2 KIDSWEEK 
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Since she graduated as an actress, Enne Koens has worked primarily 

as a writer. She has written plays, songs and short stories. In 2007, 

she published her first novel, Till All Is Said. This was followed by 

her YA novel Bird, for which she won the Young Jury Debut Award, 

and the acclaimed read-aloud book Sammie and Granddad, which 

was awarded a Flag and Pennant. 

 


